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Abstract—We present a comprehensive microwave design
framework for implementing the original, aggressive, implicit,
and response residual space-mapping (SM) approaches through
widely available software. General steps and tools for possible
SM implementations are elaborated. Our presentation is a refer-
ence guide for microwave designers using the SM technique. An
instructive “multiple cheese-cutting” example demonstrates the
SM approach to engineering design and some possible pitfalls.
For the first time, an ADS framework implements the SM steps
interactively. A three-section transformer example illustrates the
approach, step by step. A six-section -plane waveguide filter
design emerges after four iterations, using the implicit SM and the
response-residual space-mapping (RRSM) optimization entirely
within the design framework. An RRSM surrogate is developed
to match the fine (HFSS) model. We use sparse frequency sweeps
and do not require Jacobians of the fine model.

Index Terms—Computer-aided design (CAD), engineering
optimization, filter design, parameter extraction (PE), space
mapping (SM), surrogate modeling.

I. INTRODUCTION

SPACE MAPPING (SM) effectively connects fast coarse
models to align with CPU-intensive fine models [1]–[4] in

the design parameter space. The original and aggressive SM
match responses using the specified optimizable design param-
eters. Implicit space mapping (ISM) [5] utilizes preassigned
parameters (other design parameters whose values are held
fixed in the fine model, e.g., dielectric constant). The output
space mapping (OSM) [6] addresses the residual misalignment
of coarse and fine models in the response space.

We describe in Section II the basic steps of SM and the corre-
sponding software implementation. The optimization steps for
an SM framework are elaborated and discussed.

We introduce a response-residual space-mapping (RRSM)
surrogate. It is used in a way that differs from the approach
described in [6]. Here, we match the RRSM surrogate with the
fine model in a parameter-extraction (PE) process.
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An instructive “multiple cheese-cutting” example demon-
strates the SM approach to engineering design and some
possible pitfalls. In a MATLAB1 implementation, we show that,
in certain cases, the explicit SM or ISM [5] technique may not
converge to the optimal solution. Using the OSM or RRSM,
the same example converges.

An Advanced Design System (ADS)-based2 design frame-
work exploiting explicit SM, ISM, and OSM is presented. The
framework implements SM, specifically, the ISM and RRSM
approaches. Entirely in ADS, we demonstrate a three-section
transformer design, step by step in full detail. A good six-sec-
tion -plane waveguide filter [7], [8] design is achieved after
only five EM simulations (Agilent HFSS3) or four iterations.
We show the ADS schematics for the surrogate optimization and
PE.

II. SM OPTIMIZATION FRAMEWORK

The tools for SM implementation that we typically use
are Agilent EEsof EDA, which includes ADS, HFSS (fi-
nite-element method electromagnetic (EM) simulator), and
Momentum4; OSA905 (circuit simulation and optimization
tool); MATLAB (modeling and optimization tool); Sonnet em6

(planar EM simulator); Ansoft HFSS7 (finite-element method
EM simulator). Table I shows a list of software packages that
can be used as coarse models and/or fine models.

Generally, SM-based optimization algorithms comprise four
essential steps [9] (possible tools are listed).

Step 1) Fine-model simulation (verification) (typically
parameterized Agilent Momentum, HFSS, and
Sonnet em).

Step 2) Extraction of the parameters of a coarse or surro-
gate model (typically ADS, MATLAB, and OSA90).

Step 3) Updating the surrogate (typically ADS, MATLAB,
and OSA90).

Step 4) (Re)optimization of the surrogate (typically ADS,
MATLAB, and OSA90).

These are the key steps and possible tools in the
implementation.

1MATLAB, ver. 6.1, The MathWorks Inc., Natick, MA, 2001.
2Agilent ADS, ver. 2003A, Agilent Technol., Santa Rosa, CA, 2003.
3Agilent High-Frequency Structure Simulator (HFSS), ver. 5.6, Agilent EES

of Electronic Design Automation (EDA), Agilent Technol., Santa Rosa, CA,
2000.

4Agilent Momentum, vers. 4.0, Agilent Technol., Santa Rosa, CA, 2003.
5OSA90/hope, vers. 4.0, Agilent Technol. (formerly Optimization Systems

Associates Inc.), Santa Rosa, CA, 1997.
6Sonnet em, vers. 7.0b, Sonnet Software Inc., North Syracuse, NY, 2001.
7Ansoft HFSS, Ansoft Corporation, Pittsburgh, PA.

0018-9480/04$20.00 © 2004 IEEE
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TABLE I
SOFTWARE PACKAGES AS SM MODELS

Fig. 1. SM framework.

A. SM Framework Optimization Steps

A flowchart of a general SM is shown in Fig. 1.

Step 1) Select a coarse model suitable for the fine model.
Step 2) Select a mapping process (original, aggressive SM,

neural or ISM, etc.)
Step 3) Optimize the coarse model (initial surrogate) with

respect to design parameters.
Step 4) Simulate the fine model at this solution.
Step 5) Terminate if a stopping criterion is satisfied, e.g.,

response meets specifications.
Step 6) Apply PE using preassigned parameters [5],

neuron weights [10], coarse space parameters, etc.
Step 7) Rebuild surrogate (may be implied within Steps 6

or 8).
Step 8) Reoptimize the “mapped coarse model” (surro-

gate) with respect to design parameters (or evaluate
the inverse mapping if it is available).

Step 9) Go to Step 4.

Fig. 2. Illustration of the RRSM surrogate.

Fig. 3. Multiple cheese-cutting problem. (a) Coarse model. (b) Fine model.

B. Comments

As shown in Fig. 1, we use symbols and to represent
Steps 6–8, respectively. We let operator represent implied.
We can see that rebuilding the surrogate (Step 7) may be im-
plied in either the PE process (Step 6) or in the reoptimization
(Step 8). Steps 6–8 are separate steps in neural SM (training data
is obtained by PE, the surrogate is rebuilt by the neural-network
training process, and prediction is obtained by evaluating the
neural network). However, Step 7 may be implied in either the
PE process (Step 6), e.g., ISM, where the surrogate is rebuilt by
extracting preassigned parameters, or in the prediction (Step 8),
e.g., aggressive SM, where the surrogate is not explicitly rebuilt.
Step 6 can be termed “modeling” in certain cases.

III. RRSM APPROACH

A. Surrogate

The response-residual surrogate is a calibrated (implicitly or
explicitly space mapped) coarse model plus an output or re-
sponse residual [6]

(1)

where and represent, respectively, the response
of the surrogate and the coarse model, e.g., at selected
frequency points is the number of sample points. Each
residual element (sample point) may be weighted using a
weighting parameter . From experience

(2)

The coarse-model design parameters and preassigned param-
eters are denoted by and . The residual is a vector
whose elements are the differences between the previous cal-
ibrated coarse- and fine-model responses at each sample point
after PE. The surrogate is shown in Fig. 2.
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Fig. 4. Parameter errors between the ISM algorithm (solution x = 12:2808)
and MATLAB minimax direct optimization (solution x = 12).

Fig. 5. “Multiple cheese-cutting” problem: step-by-step ISM and RRSM
optimization.

In the PE process, we match the previous RRSM surrogate
(instead of the calibrated coarse model of [6]) to the fine model
at each sample point.

B. Multiple Cheese-Cutting Problem [11]

We develop a physical example suitable for illustrating SM
optimization. Our “responses” are the weights of individual
cheese slices. The designable parameter is the length of the
top slice [see Fig. 3(a)]. A density of one is assumed. The goal
is to cut through the slices to obtain a weight for each one as
close to a desired weight as possible. Note that we measure

Fig. 6. Parameter difference between the RRSM design and minimax direct
optimization. Finally, x = x = 12.

Fig. 7. S2P (two-port S-parameter file) symbol with terminals.

Fig. 8. Three-section 3 : 1 microstrip impedance transformer. (a) Structure and
dimensions. (b) Coarse model.

the length from the right-hand end. We cut on the left-hand side
(the broken line).

The coarse model involves three slices of the same height
, namely, the preassigned parameter shown in Fig. 3(a). The

lengths of the two lower slices are units shorter than the top
one. The optimal length can be calculated to minimize the
differences between the weights of the slices and the desired
weight . We use minimax optimization. The responses of the
coarse model are given by

(3)
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Fig. 9. Coarse-model optimization of the three-section impedance transformer. The coarse model is optimized using the minimax algorithm.

The fine model is similar, but the lower two slices are and
units shorter, respectively, than the top slice [see Fig. 3(b)].

The heights of the slices are and , respectively. The
corresponding responses of the fine model are

(4)

We set and . The specification is set
to ten. The heights of the slices are fixed at unity for the fine
model, i.e., . The coarse-model preassigned
parameter is initially unity.

If the mismatch between the coarse and fine models is not
compensated by varying certain preassigned parameters, the
ISM approach may not converge to the optimal solution. Fig. 4
illustrates such nonconvergence through a MATLAB implemen-
tation of our example.

For the same example, using MATLAB, we demonstrate the
implicit and RRSM optimization process. Fig. 5 shows the first
two iterations of the algorithm step by step. The RRSM algo-
rithm converges to the optimal fine-model solution, as shown in
Fig. 6.

IV. ADS SCHEMATIC DESIGN FRAMEWORK

Agilent ADS has a huge library of circuit models that can be
used as “coarse” models. ADS also has a suite of easy-to-use
optimization tools, e.g., random search, gradient search,

Fig. 10. Fine model of the three-section transformer simulated in ADS
Momentum.

Fig. 11. Coarse- (—) and fine-model (o) responses jS j at the initial solution
of the three-section transformer.

Quasi-Newton search, discrete search, and genetic algorithm.
An -parameter file SnP in ADS can import data files ( -pa-
rameters) in a Dataset or Touchstone format. Here, is the port
number. Fig. 7 is a symbol of two-port -parameter file compo-
nent S2P with terminals. Many EM simulators (“fine” model)
such as Sonnet Software’s em, Agilent Momentum, and Agilent
HFSS support Touchstone file format. Using this file, we import
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Fig. 12. Calibration of the coarse model of the three-section impedance transformer. This schematic extracts preassigned parameters xxx. The coarse and fine
models are within the broken line. The goal is to match the coarse- and fine-model real and imaginary S from 5 to 15 GHz. The optimization algorithm uses the
Quasi-Newton method.

Fig. 13. Reoptimization of the coarse model of the three-section impedance transformer using the fixed preassigned parameter values obtained from the previous
calibration (PE). This schematic uses the minimax optimization algorithm. The goal is to minimize jS j of the calibrated coarse model.
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-parameters and match them with the ADS circuit model
(coarse model) responses in the PE procedure. The residual
between the calibrated coarse and fine models can also be ob-
tained using the SnP file and MeasEqn (measurement equation)
component. These major steps of SM are friendly for engineers
to apply.

A. ADS Schematic Design Framework for SM

Step 1) Set up the coarse model in ADS schematic.
Step 2) Optimize the coarse model using the ADS opti-

mization algorithm.
Step 3) Copy and paste the parameters into the parame-

terized fine model (Agilent Momentum, HFSS/
Empipe3D,8 or Sonnet Software’s em). In Mo-
mentum, the fine model can also be generated
using the Generate/Update Layout command.

Step 4) Simulate the fine model and save the responses in
Touchstone format (Agilent Momentum, HFSS, or
Sonnet Software’s em) or Dataset (Momentum);
check the stopping criteria; if satisfied, stop.

Step 5) Import the responses to the ADS schematic using
the SnP component under Data Items. Set up ADS
(calibrated) coarse-model or RRSM surrogate
to match the SnP component and run the ADS
optimization algorithm to perform PE. Here, you
may extract the coarse-model design parameter or
the preassigned parameters to implement explicit
(original or aggressive SM) or ISM, respectively.

Step 6) Predict the next fine-model solution by the
following:

a) explicit SM: transfer extracted parameters to
MATLAB (or other scientific computing tool)
and calculate a prediction based on the algo-
rithm in [1], [2] or,

b) ISM: reoptimize the calibrated coarse model
with respect to design parameters to predict
the next fine-model design and/or,

c) RRSM: reoptimize the surrogate (calibrated
coarse model plus response residual) with
respect to design parameters to predict the
next fine-model design.

Step 7) Update the fine-model design and go to Step 4.
We implement the SM optimization process in the ADS

schematic framework in an interactive way. The following three
ADS schematic designs are needed:

1) coarse-model optimization design (Steps 1 and 2);
2) PE design (Step 5);
3) surrogate (re)optimization design (Step 6).

Each subsequent iteration of the framework involves only de-
signs 2) and 3), where only the values of the parameters are up-
dated. Currently, the fine model is Agilent Momentum, HFSS,
or Sonnet Software’s em.

8Empipe3D, vers. 5.6, Agilent EESof EDA, Agilent Technol., Santa Rosa,
CA, 2000.

Fig. 14. Optimal coarse- (—) and fine-model (o) responses jS j for the
three-section transformer using Momentum after one iteration (two fine-model
simulations). The process satisfies the stopping criteria.

TABLE II
OPTIMIZABLE PARAMETER VALUES OF THE THREE-SECTION

IMPEDANCE TRANSFORMER

Fig. 15. (a) Six-sectionH-plane waveguide filter. (b) ADS coarse model.

B. Three-Section Microstrip Transformer

An example of ADS implementation of ISM optimization
is the three-section microstrip impedance transformer [see
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Fig. 16. H-plane filter design. (a) ADS setup for RRSM surrogate optimization. We (re)optimize the surrogate (current ADS coarse-model response plus �RRR
obtained from the previous coarse-model response S55 and fine-model response S33) to satisfy the specifications. (b) ADS setup for RRSM PE. We minimize the
difference between the surrogate (current ADS coarse-model response plus �RRR obtained from the previous coarse-model response S55 and previous fine-model
response S77) and the current fine-model response S33. In both schematics, the current ADS coarse models used are shown in Fig. 15(b) and are omitted here to
save space.

Fig. 8(a)] [12]. The coarse model is shown in Fig. 8(b). Empir-
ical formulas express electrical parameters in terms of physical
dimensions. The design specifications are

for GHz GHz (5)

The designable parameters are the width and physical length
of each microstrip line. Here, the reflection coefficient is
used to match the two model responses. The fine model is an
Agilent Momentum model. The preassigned parameters of the

fine model are the substrate height and dielectric constant of
each section. The height of the dielectric substrate is 0.635 mm
(25 mil) and its relative permittivity is 9.7. The effect of nonideal
dielectric is considered by setting the loss tangent to 0.002. We
use 11 frequency points in the sweep.

The first step is to obtain an optimal coarse-model design
using the ADS Schematic (minimax) optimization utilities, as
shown in Fig. 9. In this schematic, we show the starting point
(in mils) of the coarse-model design parameter values. The
coarse-model parameter conversion components implement
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well-known empirical formulas [13]. The schematic will sweep
-parameters in the band. When we “simulate” the schematic,

ADS provides an optimal coarse-model solution. We apply
the obtained design parameters to the fine model (Fig. 10).
To achieve this, we can copy and paste the parameters to the
parameterized Momentum fine model or create a Momentum
layout from the schematic layout directly. In the fine model,
the preassigned parameters are (always) kept fixed at nominal
values.

We obtain the fine-model response as in Fig. 11. Imported
by S2P (two-port -parameter file), the fine-model real and
imaginary responses are used in the PE (calibration) step
(Fig. 12). In this step, the preassigned parameters of the coarse
model are calibrated to match the fine- and coarse-model
responses. The goal is to match the real and imaginary parts
of at the same time. A quasi-Newton algorithm is used
to perform this procedure.

If we obtain a good match between the fine and coarse
models, i.e., a set of preassigned parameter values providing
the best match are found, we proceed to the next step. With
fixed preassigned parameters, the new coarse model (surrogate)
is reoptimized with respect to the original specification. This is
done as shown in Fig. 13. This schematic is similar to Fig. 9,
but with a different set of preassigned parameter values. The
ADS minimax algorithm is used again in this case.

We apply the prediction to the fine model again. The fine-
model simulation gives a satisfactory result, as shown in Fig. 14.
The initial and final solutions are shown in the Table II. It takes
two fine-model simulations.

V. -PLANE FILTER DESIGN

A. Implicit and RRSM Optimization Steps

We use the ADS framework exploiting ISM and RRSM to
design an -plane filter. The following iterations are employed:
two iterations of ISM to drive the design to be close to the
optimal solution, one ISM and RRSM iteration using weighting
parameters ( because the
optimization algorithm has difficulty reoptimizing the surrogate
with the full residual added), and a second ISM and RRSM
iteration with the full residual added.

B. Six-Section -Plane Waveguide Filter

The six-section -plane waveguide filter [7], [8] is shown in
Fig. 15(a). The design parameters are the lengths and widths:

and . Design specifications are

for frequency range GHz

for frequency GHz

for frequency GHz

We use 23 sample points.
A waveguide with a cross section of 1.372 0.622 in

(3.485 1.58 cm) is used. The six sections are separated by
seven -plane septa, which have a finite thickness of 0.02 in
(0.508 mm). The coarse model consists of lumped inductances
and waveguide sections. There are various approaches to cal-
culate the equivalent inductive susceptance corresponding to

Fig. 17. H-plane filter optimal coarse-model response (—), and the
fine-model response at: (a) initial solution (o). (b) Solution reached via RRSM
after four iterations (o).

TABLE III
OPTIMIZABLE PARAMETER VALUES OF THE SIX-SECTION

H-PLANE WAVEGUIDE FILTER

an -plane septum. We utilize a simplified version of a for-
mula due to Marcuvitz [14] in evaluating the inductances. The
coarse model is simulated using ADS, as shown in Fig. 15(b).
Fig. 16(a) shows the ADS setup for RRSM surrogate optimiza-
tion, and Fig. 16(b) shows the ADS setup for RRSM PE.

We select the waveguide width of each section as the pre-
assigned parameters to calibrate the coarse model. The fre-
quency coefficient of each inductor, for convenience PI, is also
harnessed as a preassigned parameter to compensate for the
susceptance change. The fine model exploits Agilent HFSS
. One frequency sweep takes 2.5 min on an Intel Pentium
4 (3-GHz CPU) computer with 1-GB RAM and running in
Windows XP Pro. Fig. 17(a) shows the fine-model response at
the initial solution. Fig. 17(b) shows the fine-model response
after running the algorithm using the Agilent HFSS simu-
lator. Since no Jacobian is needed, the total time taken for five
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fine-model simulations is 15 min on an Intel Pentium 4 (3-GHz
CPU) computer. Table III shows the initial and optimal design
parameter values of the six-section -plane waveguide filter.

VI. CONCLUSION

We present and discuss a comprehensive microwave SM
design framework and possible software implementations. A
new “multiple cheese-cutting” design example illustrates our
approach and possible pitfalls. We describe an interactive ADS
implementation, illustrated step by step through a three-section
microstrip transformer. We present an RRSM modeling tech-
nique that matches the RRSM surrogate with the fine model.
A good -plane filter design emerges after only five HFSS
simulations using the ISM and RRSM approaches with sparse
frequency sweeps and no Jacobian calculations.
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